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Abstract: Ionizing collisions of antiprotons with atoms or molecules at energies between a few keV
up to about one MeV provide a unique tool to explore correlated dynamics of electrons at large
perturbations on a time scale between several femtoseconds (1 fs = 10~15 s) down to some tens of
attoseconds (1 as = 10~18 s). Exploiting and developing many-particle imaging methods - ReactionMicroscopes - integrated into a novel ultra-low energy storage ring (USR) for slow antiprotons will
enable to access for the first time fully differential cross sections for single and multiple ionization in
such collisions. Moreover, the formation of antiprotonic atoms, molecules or of protonium might be
explored in kinematically complete experiments yielding unprecedented information on (n,l)distributions of captured antiprotons as well as precise spectroscopic data of the respective energy
levels.
In this contribution the present status on single and double ionization by antiproton and ion impact is
highlighted pointing to the puzzling discrepancies between experiments and theoretical predictions.
The design status of the USR as a central element of the proposed facility for low-energy antiproton
and ion research (FLAIR) at GSI will be shortly presented.

INTRODUCTION
It was in 1929 when Dirac wrote: ,,The general theory of quantum mechanics is
now almost complete..." "The underlying physical laws necessary for the
mathematical theory of a large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus
completely known, and the difficulty is only that the exact application of these laws
lead to equations much too complicated to be soluble" [1]. Single and double
ionization of hydrogen or helium by charged particle impact, i.e. the dynamical threeor four-particle quantum problem, is until the present day one of the most striking,
simple and thus fundamental examples, where a reliable prediction of the basic
properties of the system under consideration remains to be challenging.
It was not before 1999 when it was claimed that the three-body Coulomb problem
has been solved in a numerical consistent way [2] followed by a series of papers ([3,4]
and references therein) culminating in the statement in 2003 that the ionization
amplitude in general has been formulated mathematically correct [4] providing the
theoretical explanation for the success of several state-of-the-art large-scale numerical
approaches including the one of 1999 [2,3,5,6]. In practice, however, this class of
"exact" theories has only been applied to calculate excitation, single ionization or
ionization-excitation [7] cross sections for hydrogen or helium targets in collisions
with electrons and for photo double ionization of helium. Double ionization in any
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other situation, single ionization induced by intense lasers, or in collisions with
antiprotons and ions from keV protons to swift (relativistic) highly-charged ions, not
to speak about multiple ionization of many-electron atoms, molecules or clusters
require to introduce sometimes severe theoretical approximation methods.
Puzzling discrepancies observed for reactions as simple as single ionization of
helium on the level of total cross sections for impact of antiprotons (for a recent paper
see [8]), on the level of differential cross sections for collisions with slow protons (see
e.g. [9]) or for laser-pulse impact (see e.g. [10]), on the level of differential as well as
fully differential cross sections (FDCS) for fast ion and proton encounters (see e.g.
[11-15]) strikingly uncover our fundamental difficulties to describe the dynamics of
correlated quantum systems - only four active particles in the reactions mentioned
above - on the time scale of femto- to attoseconds, i.e. in a regime that is comparable
to the classical bound-state revolution time of active electrons in light systems.

ANTIPROTONS: The ULTIMATE TOOL TO EXPLORE SUBFEMTOSECOND CORRELATED DYNAMICS
Motivated by the need to probe and by the vision to possibly control correlated
motion of bound electrons on exactly that time-scale, huge efforts are being
undertaken in modern laser technology, in "Attosecond Science", to produce subfemtosecond pulses with a record of few hundred attoseconds achieved recently [16].
However, clean electromagnetic and sufficiently strong half-cycle pulses of few
femtoseconds down to a few tens of attoseconds could not be produced with state-ofthe-art lasers and will hardly be available in the foreseeable future.
As visualized in Figure 1 and depicted in Figure 2, antiprotons passing atoms or
molecules at energies below about 1 MeV down to 1 keV just generate such pulses.
Here, a characteristic interaction time i ~ b/v between projectile and target may be
defined for a given projectile velocity v and impact parameter b. In ref [17] it was
demonstrated that for ionizing keV proton on helium collisions, the measured
transverse momentum transfer by the projectile PPI is reasonably well related to an
impact parameter (on the basis of an assumed scattering potential). Thus, for fixed PPI
and given projectile velocity, the collision time i.e. the duration of the half-cycle pulse
as illustrated in Figure 1 can be well estimated within about a factor of two [17]. Using
Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo Calculations (CTMC) in [17] typical impact
parameters between 1 a.u. and 10 a.u. have been obtained for the majority of singly
ionizing collisions at 15 keV proton energy (1 a.u. = 0.52-10"10 m) corresponding to
collision times T ~ 30 - 300 as. Assuming similar regimes of relevant impact
parameters for collision energies between 1 keV and 1 MeV antiproton energies
(which is certainly not completely true but nevertheless a good estimate) accessible
interaction times range from a few attoseconds (b = 1 a.u. at 1 MeV) to more than one
femtosecond (b = 10 a.u. at 1 keV) as roughly indicated in Figure 2. Since the classical
orbiting time of an electron bound with 13.6 eV in the ground state of atomic
hydrogen is around 150 as, this is exactly the relevant and interesting time scale that is
hardly accessible by any other means. (It should be noted that shorter times on the
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order of few attoseconds even approaching the zeptosecond regime (1 zs = 10~21 s) are
easily achievable in fast to relativistic ion- or electron-atom collisions [18] and have
been extensively explored. Here, however, for outer-shell processes, the momentum
transfer to the projectile becomes very small, comparable to the momenta of the
ionized electrons, such that a good experimental estimate of the collision time is
difficult and only averaged values might be assumed from theoretical impact
parameter ranges.)

FIGURE 1. Illustration of ultra-short, intense half-cycle pulses generated by fast antiprotons in
collisions with atoms, molecules or clusters.

Certainly, different from a laser, the interaction time during a collision is not an
observable and can only be estimated on the basis of an assumed or calculated
interaction potential. This has been done here just for the visualisation and illustration
of relevant time scales and to provide insight in comparison with short-pulse laser
research. It should be kept in mind, however, that the relevant quantity in any
interaction is the total action, i.e. the energy integrated over time which is well defined
for a given momentum transfer and which is reflected in the perturbation expansion
parameter Z/v. Thus, fixing the momentum transfer, as it is standard in state-of-the-art
collision experiments, provides the ultimate test for theory under unsurpassed clean
conditions. These conditions are usually much better defined than in present
measurements with intense short-pulse lasers where one has to average over all
intensities in the focus of the beam (see e.g. [19] for single ionization).
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FIGURE 2. Cross section for single ionization of He by antiproton impact. Full and open circles:
experiment [20, 21]. Various lines: theoretical results: multi-cut FIM (Forced Impulse
Method) [22]; MEHC: Multi-Electron Hidden Crossings model (for reference see [8]);
AO1,2: Atomic Orbital coupled channel calculations (for reference see [8]); response
BGM (Basis Generator Method) [8]. The picture is taken from ref. [8].

As compared to proton or electron projectiles, slow antiprotons offer new and
unique possibilities. In slow proton encounters, for example, electron capture by the
projectile strongly dominates complicating the theoretical analysis considerably,
whereas ionization or excitation are the only relevant reaction channels that occur for
antiproton impact at keV energies (antiproton capture to form antiprotonic atoms is
quite small at energies above about 20 eV and can be safely neglected). Compared to
electrons, even ultra-low velocities of 0.03 a.u. and effective collision times of several
fs may be explored with a lower limit at an energy of 24.6 eV, the threshold for direct
impact ionization of He (v = 1 a.u. = 1/137-c; c: speed of light). Due to their smaller
mass, electrons require a minimum velocity of 1.3 a.u. to overcome this threshold and,
thus, collision times longer than about 100 as are not accessible under well defined
conditions in ionization experiments. (Although very close to threshold interaction
times approaching the orbiting time of the atomic electron are certainly possible for
electron impact as well, the situation becomes much more complicated for theory
since, for example, exchange processes, negative ion resonances etc. have to be
considered.)
Hence, slow antiprotons provide an unsurpassed, precise and presumably the
simplest tool for theory to study many-electron dynamics in the few atto- to
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femtosecond time-regime, comparable to the revolution time of bound electrons. Here,
the interaction strength maximizes, which is important for the future control of this
motion, and consequently, the experimental [20, 21] as well as theoretical ionization
cross sections for helium (see [8] and references therein) peak as illustrated in Figure 2.
At the same time, even without the above-mentioned complications that one faces
for proton or electron impact, this regime poses utmost challenges to theory. Due to
the strong coupling any perturbative Ansatz (valid for Z/v « 1) in powers of the
interaction strength Z/v must fail (Z, v: projectile charge and velocity in atomic units,
a.u., respectively). By reducing the velocity, huge values up to Z/v = 5 for the
perturbation can be reached as indicated in the figure (until now, similar perturbations
have only been achieved in MeV highly-charged heavy-ion collisions corresponding
to much shorter interaction times in the regime of few attoseconds). Moreover, as
demonstrated in numerous approximation calculations (various curves in the figure,
for details see [8]) the correlation between both electrons or at least the timedependent response of the second electron (not being active in the sense that it remains
in a bound state) has to be taken into account. Even on the level of total cross sections
pronounced differences between the predictions of different theories arise and all of
them are in poor agreement with available experimental data in the low-energy
regime. Moreover, even if theoretical predictions are quite close to each other, some of
them come to drastically different, even contradictory interpretations. For example, on
the basis of the Forced Impulse Method (FIM) results [22] time-dependent electronic
correlation, beyond a Hartree-Fock treatment, is claimed to be essential, whereas the
equally good predictions within the Basis Generator Model (BGM) [8] including
microscopic response lead to the result that an effective one-particle picture is
sufficient if the response of the second electron to the time-dependent field is properly
taken into account. In the strict sense, this means that dynamical electron-electron
correlation is not needed at all!
To conclude, low-energy antiproton collisions provide the ultimate benchmark for
the development of strong-field non-perturbative theories in the presence of
correlation. This is especially true if fully differential cross sections are explored for
single, double and multiple ionization, as will be demonstrated below.

REACTION MICROSCOPES
Experimentally, a break-through has been achieved with the recent development of
"Reaction-Microscopes" [23], i.e. many-particle imaging techniques that allow one to
measure the momentum vectors of several outgoing electrons or ions simultaneously
with large solid angle and excellent resolution. For the first time, kinematically
complete experiments that cover a large part of the final state-momentum space
became feasible for charged particles or laser pulse impact single ionization of helium,
for double ionization of helium in any situation, for ionization-excitation [7] or even
for laser assisted single-ionization reactions in collisions with electrons [24]. Due to
space limitations for the present article the reader is referred to the above-cited
literature as well as to extended recent reviews where the technique as well as plenty
of results are discussed in detail [25-27]).
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FDCS FOR SINGLE IONIZATION OF HELIUM BY FAST ION
IMPACT: A BRIEF SUMMARY
Numerous fully differential cross section measurements, so-called (e,2e)
experiments have been performed for single ionization by electron impact since the
pioneering work of Ehrhardt et al [28] (for a review see e.g. [29]), most of them under
certain, restricted geometrical conditions in so-called coplanar geometry (see below).
Due to immeasurably tiny scattering angles of heavy ionic projectiles, kinematically
complete data for ion impact have only become available with the advent of ReactionMicroscopes. Whereas pioneering results were reported a decade ago [30], first FDCS
were not published until 2001 [31]. Covering a large part of the final-state phase space
they provided, at the same time, first information for electron emission into all three
spatial directions, i.e. compared to electron impact for hitherto unexplored geometries.
Inspecting Figure 2, one observes that all theoretical predictions merge at high
energies on the level of total cross sections. Here, at small perturbations, the first Born
approximation (FBA) is fully applicable, cross sections scale with (Z/v)2 and thus,
become independent of the sign of the projectile charge such that electron and ion
impact should yield identical results. In view of numerous (e,2e) measurements in this
regime, it came as a big surprise that three-dimensional experimental FDCS for ion
impact were found to be in significant disagreement with all state-of-the-art theoretical
predictions for single ionization at Z/v = 0.1, well within the perturbative regime
( Z / v « l ) [13]. In Figure 3 (top left), a 100 MeV/u C6+projectile ion impinges with
momentum PQ along the vertical arrow onto a helium atom. Being deflected and
emerging along the upwards directed arrow, it ionizes the atom, imposing a
momentum transfer q to the system as illustrated by the arrow pointing to the right.
Electrons of 6.5 eV are emitted into all spatial directions with an intensity represented
by the distance of each point on the three-dimensional surface from the origin.
Theoretically, as can be seen from the result of advanced calculations (Figure 3,
bottom left), an emission minimum is predicted in the plane perpendicular to the
"scattering plane", i.e. the plane surrounded by the dotted line containing the
momentum transfer vector q (also called coplanar geometry). Whereas this minimum
has been consistently observed within the scattering plane over more than 30 years in
numerous previous ionization experiments using electron projectiles in agreement with
the present results for ion impact, a severe disagreement between our data and all
theoretical predictions is found in the perpendicular plane, never explored in any
experiment before. Despite considerable efforts from various sides, and quite some
explanation attempts (see e.g. [13, 32, 33], the reason for this discrepancy has not yet
been conclusively determined.
By increasing the projectile charge state while staying at relatively high velocities
in order to minimize capture channels (scaling with ~v~ n ) the regime of strong
perturbations up to Z/v = 4.4 has been explored using 3.6 MeV/u Au53+ projectiles
(Figure 3, upper right). As might have been expected, the experimental results deviate
dramatically from the theoretical prediction (Figure 3, bottom right) not only in shape,
but more severe in absolute magnitude (not shown here). It should be mentioned that
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FIGURE 3. Measured (upper row) and calculated (lower row) three-dimensional intensity distributions
of low-energy electrons (6.5 eV left and 20 eV right) emitted in singly ionizing 100
MeV/u C6+ and 3.6 MeV/u Au53+ on helium collisions for fixed momentum transfer q
along the arrows pointing to the right (q = 0.75 a.u. left and 1.0 a.u. right).

even in the strongly non-perturbative regime, total as well as differential electron
emission cross sections are in excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions (see
e.g. [34-36]). Discrepancies only arise as soon as cross sections differential in any
projectile parameter are investigated and are usually severe in FDCS, i.e. when the
quantum four-particle problem is explicitly addressed.
In order to investigate contributions of higher-order terms in the perturbation
expansion on the level of FDCS at energies, where the proton-antiproton difference,
i.e. deviations from a first order theory are negligibly small for total cross sections, we
have performed a series of systematic calculations for 200 keV, 500 keV and 1 MeV
[37]. In Figure 4 we present one example, a FDCS for 500 keV proton or antiproton
impact. Whereas only tiny differences can be observed between proton and antiproton
impact in total or singly differential cross sections as a function of the electron energy
shown in Figure 5 and the FBA does an excellent job (dotted line), the FDCS for p,p
exhibit large differences between each other and both deviate strongly from the FBA
result (dotted line). Clearly, the second order calculations have not converged (dashdotted and dash-dot-dot line for p,p, respectively), such that all orders have to be
taken into account (thick full and dashed lines, respectively) even at this relatively
high impact velocity at a still small perturbation of Z/v « 0.2 .
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FIGURE 4. Theoretical FDCS for 500 keV proton (thick full line) and antiproton (thick dashed line)
impact ionization of hydrogen in all orders of the perturbation (see [37]). Dotted line: First
Born approximation. Dash-dot (dot) lines: Second Born approximation for proton

(antiproton) impact. The momentum transfer is \q = 0.2 a.u. and the energy of the emitted

electron is Ee = 20 eV.

In summary, first measurements for ion impact at various perturbations as well as
theoretical studies clearly demonstrate that only FDCS provide a reliable test ground
for theory. From the experience gained with positive ions, it is expected that even in
situations where theoretical predictions agree with each other on the level of total
cross sections for single ionization of helium by antiproton impact, e.g. above the
cross section maximum towards higher impact energies as shown in Figure 2,
significant differences might arise between different theoretical results and
experimental data when FDCS are explored. At lower energies, where the theoretical
predictions deviate from each other as well as from available data even for total cross
sections, FDCS for antiproton impact will provide the ultimate benchmark for
theoretical models to describe sub-femtosecond correlated dynamics.
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FIGURE 5. Single differential cross sections as a function of the ejected electron energy for single
ionization of hydrogen by proton (full lines) and antiproton impact (dashed lines) as well as
FBA results (dotted line) at various collision energies as indicated in the Figure (from [37]).

ON THE CHARGE SIGN DEPENDENCE OF DOUBLE
IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS
A huge amount of data has been assembled for the ratio R of double to single
ionization of helium for various projectiles, ranging from protons to bare uranium at
velocities of a few hundred keV up to 1.5 GeV/u, with the goal to disentangle the role
of electron-electron correlations. As convincingly shown in Figure 6, all of these data
closely fall on one common curve if plotted versus the squared inverse perturbation
(see e.g. [38] and references therein). It has been discussed in many papers that the
linear behaviour of the ratio as a function of (Z/v)"2 at larger perturbations is due to the
second order amplitude dominating double ionization, i.e. each of the two electrons
independently interacts with the projectile. At small perturbations instead, the ratio
becomes independent of Z/v, only one virtual photon is exchanged in the FBA and
double ionization is purely a result of correlations.
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references see [38].
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FIGURE 7. The ratio R of the total double-to-single ionization cross section for helium as a function of
the projectile velocity for protons (full circles), antiprotons (full triangles), electrons (open
circles), positrons (open triangles) and Ne10+ (full square) from ref. [40] (for references see
[40]). The dash-dotted lines denote the velocity dependence of the "pure" second-order
contribution (two-step 2: TS2) without any electron-electron correlation and of the highvelocity (low perturbation) limit where the emission of the second electron is a result of
correlations only, estimated here within the shake-off approximation (SO). Since all of the
projectiles apart from Ne10+ are singly charged, the velocity scale is just in inverse
perturbation scale as in Figure 6.
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As pointed out by McGuire [39], interferences and thus, a projectile charge sign
dependence of the ratio is expected in regimes, where first ("SO" in Figure 7) and
second order ("TS2" in Figure 7) amplitudes are of about the same magnitude. This
has been impressively demonstrated in experiments with antiprotons and positrons and
is illustrated in Figure 7 [40]. Several theoretical models can describe this behaviour
but nevertheless, similar to the situation for single ionization, there is an ongoing
discussion on the importance of dynamic correlation during the collision on a subfemtosecond time scale (see e.g. [41] and references therein).

Again, the ultimate test of theoretical models to describe the time-dependent
motion of two electrons in the simplest two electron atom will be fully differential
cross sections, which are however, much more difficult to obtain for double ionization.
Only recently such experiments have become feasible for electron impact [42-44] and
just one single experiment has been performed for ion impact [40] until now, still
suffering from limited statistical significance. In Figure 8 we present experimental
(left column) and theoretical (right column) FDCS in coplanar geometry, where two
electrons of identical energy and the recoil ion are emitted within the scattering plane
for electron impact at v = 12.2 a.u. (upper row) and proton impact v = 15.5 a.u. (lower
row). At these velocities the mass effect can be considered small as can be seen from
Figure 7 and, hence, proton and electron data can be compared to explore the charge
sign dependence of double ionization. Momentum transfers and energies are given in
the Figure, the full bar in the middle of the picture denotes the accepted momentum
transfers between 0.8 and 1.4 a.u.. The full lines indicate the symmetry axis obtained
in any first order theory. Dashed lines denote angular correlations that are forbidden in
the dipole approximation and dotted lines encircle areas where full experimental
acceptance is guaranteed.
Two features are evident for proton as well as for electron impact. First, the final
state angular distributions are strongly structured on the one hand by the dipole
selection rules showing clear remnants of nodes at positions of the dashed lines and on
the other hand by the Coulomb repulsion in the continuum forbidding the emission of
equal energy electrons under identical angles. Second, two more or less pronounced
maxima are visible, that can be interpreted as the binary (the two innermost maxima)
and the recoil peaks (the two outer maxima), respectively where the sum momentum
of the two electrons is along or opposite to the momentum transfer. Clear differences
between electron and proton impact (electron and positron impact for theory) are
discernible. First, very similar to single ionization, the binary peak is more pronounced
for positive projectile charge with the recoil peak barely visible at all in the
experiment whereas the recoil peak is clearly seen for negative charge state sign of the
projectile. Second, the proton data seem to be quite symmetric with respect to the full
line whereas the recoil-peak in the electron impact data is significantly shifted
pointing to the importance of higher order contributions.
In ref [40] these differences, with a similar systematic behaviour for single
ionization seen in Figure 4, have been interpreted in a classical picture. At medium
impact parameters of about one atomic unit, contributing most to double ionization at
the given velocity according to calculations, negative projectiles tend to push electrons
"into their parent helium atom", thus enhancing their probability for being deflected
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off the nucleus giving rise to an enhanced "recoil-peak". Positively charged particles
instead, more likely deflect electrons "away from the nucleus" thus emphasizing clean
binary situations. Clearly, this systematic trend is observed in the coupled channel
calculations as well [45]. Moreover, slight deviations from a perfect symmetry along
the given axis are found in principal agreement with the experimental findings,
although they are not as pronounced as in the measurement.
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FIGURE 8. Fully differential cross sections for double ionization of helium in coplanar geometry as a
function of the emission angles of the two low-energy (target) electrons. Left column:
Experiment for electron (upper panel) and proton (lower panel) impact from [40].
Momentum transfer 0.8 < q < \Ad.u. indicated by the white bar. Electrons of equal

energy are considered for Eel = Ee2 < 25 eV (see text). Right column: Convergent Close

Coupling calculations (CCC) for electron (upper panel) and positron (lower panel) impact

for Eel =Ee2=5 eV and q = 0.6 a.u.. [45]

Due to limited statistical significance of the experimental data especially for proton
impact, enforcing large acceptance angles and broad energy windows to be used for
both electrons and the recoiling ion, and due to the lack of theoretical models for ion
impact that include higher order contributions, a more detailed quantitative
comparison is not yet possible. In addition, similar experimental data at lower energies
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where the proton-antiproton difference in the ratio becomes larger can be accessed
experimentally with electrons but cannot straight forward be compared to proton
results due to the increasing influence of the threshold mass effect. Thus, on the
experimental side, rigorously novel techniques and approaches are required in order to
deliver high-quality benchmark data for the investigation of the correlated twoelectron quantum problem in double ionization of helium.

The USR WITH IN-RING REACTION-MICROSCOPE AT FLAIR
A Reaction-Microscope that can be integrated into a new-designed electrostatic
storage ring for slow antiprotons is envisioned to represent the experimental breakthrough that should allow performing, for the first time, differential single and
multiple ionization cross section measurements for antiprotons colliding with atoms,
molecules and clusters. The luminosity for in-ring experiments will be increased by at
least five orders of magnitude compared to a single pass situation and cross sections as
small as 10~22 cm2 will become accessible under single collision conditions. Total, as
well as any differential cross sections up to FDCS including ionization-excitation
reactions will become measurable serving as benchmark data for theory. Several
theory groups world wide now concentrate efforts to solve the fundamental few-body
Coulomb problem for half-cycle pulses in the atto-to femtosecond time-regime as
generated in antiproton collisions after the success for electron projectiles, as has been
mentioned in the introductory part of the paper. Moreover, the formation of
antiprotonic atoms, molecules or of protonium might be explored in kinematically
complete experiments if ultra-low energies can be realized in the ring, yielding
unprecedented and important information on (n, ^-distributions of captured
antiprotons [46] as well as precise spectroscopic data of the respective energy levels
[47].
In order to achieve these ambitious goals, challenging developments in both,
storing and imaging techniques have to be achieved. To mention some of them,
electron cooling must be demonstrated at electron energies as low as 10 eV,
deceleration of antiprotons must be realized in an electro-"static" storage ring for the
first time, a Reaction-Microscope has to be implemented in such a way that the
electric and magnetic projection fields don't disturb the circulating beam and, finally,
the stored beam has to be bunched into a single circulating ion packet of not more than
2 ns length in order to provide a timing signal for the Reaction Microscope. Electron
cooling at low energies seems to be feasible on the basis of excellent results achieved
with the new electron cooler at the TSR in Heidelberg that is based on ultra-cold, laser
induced electron emission from a pre-cooled GaAs surface [48]. Moreover, a Reaction
Microscope has been designed to be integrated into a storage ring and is anticipated to
be implemented into the ESR (experimental storage ring) of GSI at the end of 2005,
such that experimental experience with such machines will be available soon.

In order to access the remaining challenges - deceleration as well as beam
bunching at low energies - and to enable at the same time novel experiments with
stored and cooled molecular ions as well as highly charged ions from the Heidelberg
EBIT (Electron Beam Ion Trap) the development of a test-ring has been successfully
launched at the Max-Planck-Institute for Nuclear Physics (MPI-K) in Heidelberg [49].
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FIGURE 9. Outline of the new electro-static ultra-low energy storage ring (USR) for antiprotons at the
new Facility for Low-energy Antiproton and Ion Research (FLAIR).

This Cryogenic Storage Ring (CSR) will be operated at cryogenic wall temperatures of
below 10 K in order to achieve supreme vacuum conditions guaranteeing long storage
times for molecular ions such that they can vibrationally and even rotationally relax
into their ground-state [50].

In Figure 9 a schematic sketch of the anticipated ultra-low energy storage ring
(USR) to be integrated into the proposed facility for low-energy antiproton and ion
research (FLAIR), as described in detail in the technical design report [51], is shown.
In short, the symmetric four-sided machine with a circumference of about 30m shall
store antiprotons at energies between 20 and 300 keV. Cylindrical 90° -deflectors
along with quadrupole doublets with integrated steerers will keep the beam on stable
orbits and several stable working points have been found in numerical calculations. In
the straight sections of the ring, the electron cooler and the Reaction Microscope along
with a supersonic gas jet will be placed, single turn injection as well as fast and slow
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extraction by pulsed deflectors will be realized and the remaining open side is
available to implement further in-ring experiments. Here, a merged positron beam is
presently envisaged in order to form anti-hydrogen in flight. In addition to the in-ring
experiments to be performed, and very importantly, the ring will serve as an efficient
deceleration and cooling device to deliver a low emittance (s ~ 10 mm-mrad), monoenergetic (Ap/p ~ 10~3) 20 keV antiproton beam to various trap experiments.

SUMMARY
The understanding and the envisioned future control of the correlated quantummotion of few-electron systems on ultra-short femto- to attosecond time scales are
among the most attractive and challenging problems in contemporary atomic,
molecular and laser physics. It has been shown in this contribution that slow
antiprotons provide a unique tool to experimentally access this time regime, being
typical for the dynamics of outer-shell electrons in atoms and molecules which, in
turn, form chemical bonds and, thus, determine our every-day life.
At the same time we have provided striking evidence, that this motion is only
poorly understood. Whereas tremendous progress has been achieved in the theoretical
description of electron impact induced correlated dynamics, troubling and unresolved
discrepancies between experiment and theory are found for the simplest and
fundamental ion- or antiproton-impact induced reactions, like single or double
ionisation of helium. Recent experiments have brought to light, that only fully
differential cross sections, i.e. the complete determination of the final state momenta
in such reactions can serve as the ultimate benchmark for theory. Certainly, agreement
on the level of total or even single differential cross sections does not imply
understanding of correlated quantum dynamics!
Finally, planned next-generation experiments with stored and cooled antiprotons at
the new FLAIR facility at GSI, using advanced in-ring imaging techniques have been
shortly described.
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